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Abstract

Analyses of carbon �C� dynamics at broad scales usually do not consider spatial interactions. The assumption is
that C dynamics can be modeled within homogenous �i.e., even-aged� patches and then summed to predict
broad-scale dynamics �an additive approach�. The goal of this paper is to elucidate the scales over which this
additive approach is sufficient to explain observed C dynamics at broad scales. We define emergent “behaviors”
�vs. emergent “properties”� as those behaviors that cannot be predicted solely from the additive properties of
units at a finer scale. We used a forest process model to check for possible emergent behaviors due to pattern-
process interactions at multiple levels, from the patch to the landscape. Specifically, using artificial forest land-
scapes with various spatial structures, we estimated the relative effects of edge-induced, tree mortality �mainly
due to wind� and light limitations on C dynamics. Emergent behaviors were observed at all levels examined,
indicating that emergent behaviors did not cease as one proceeded from the patch to the landscape level, as we
had expected. However, the magnitude of the emergent behaviors depended on the level of spatial interaction
considered as well as the type and intensity of the processes included. In all simulations, interactions of light and
wind processes resulted in significant emergent behaviors only when parameters controlling wind mortality were
set to the highest levels observed in the literature. In one simulation, the magnitude of emergent behaviors dif-
fered among the landscapes, indicating that interactions among patches may not be accounted for by an additive
correction for edge effects unless spatial interactions are addressed. The implication is that some C dynamics in
fragmented landscapes may not be captured at broad-scales using an additive approach, whereas in other cases
spatial interactions are small enough to be ignored.

Introduction

Quantifying the exchange of C between the terrestrial
biosphere and the atmosphere is necessary to con-
strain the global C budget and potentially manage for
C sequestration �e.g., Brown 1996; Schultze et al.
2000; Watson et al. 2000�. As a result, estimates of C
exchange over broad scales are needed to validate re-
gional and global C models. Since it is impractical to
directly measure C flux for every ecosystem over a

broad area, it is necessary to make assumptions about
how to scale local information derived from select
sites to a larger area.

A simple way to scale information to broader ex-
tents is through an ‘additive’ approach �Baker 1989�
and, traditionally, many C flux research projects have
been attempted in this way �e.g., Cohen et al. 1996;
Houghton et al. 2000�. Carbon flux has a strong ver-
tical component in that C is transferred from the bio-
sphere to the atmosphere through decomposition and
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respiration, and from the atmosphere to the biosphere
through photosynthesis. Thus, when accounting for
the net C flux of an ecosystem, the balance of verti-
cal inputs and outputs should indicate the direction-
ality of C transfer, either into the ecosystem or the
atmosphere. In an additive approach, by knowing the
net C flux of each landscape patch, and multiplying
the fluxes by the area of each patch, it should be pos-
sible to calculate the net landscape flux.

However, most broad-scale physiological models
of C dynamics ignore horizontal processes affecting
C flux, which may be important in spatially hetero-
geneous landscapes. Recent evidence suggests that
horizontal exchanges of C can be significant at short
and long time-scales, resulting in error if not
accounted for. For example, eddy correlation tech-
niques were designed to measure the vertical flux of
CO2 and water vapor between the vegetation, soil,
and atmosphere over an ecosystem. However, due to
horizontal movement of air masses, the source area
of the measured fluxes does not necessarily equal the
“footprint” of the eddy flux tower �Kaharabata et al.
1997; Desjardins et al. 1997; Wofsy et al. 1993;
Goulden et al. 1996�. Moreover, the source area may
change at time scales of hours �differing wind direc-
tions� to decades �changing land types and/or
age-class structure�, making it difficult to control for
horizontal heterogeneity. At longer time-scales, obser-
vational research on forest edge effects also indicates
important horizontal effects on C stores. Particularly,
increased light at forest edges causes a difference in
the competitive advantage of different species and life
forms �Ranney et al. 1981; Lovejoy et al. 1984; Wil-
liams-Linera 1990�, each of which may have a differ-
ent capacity to store C. Increased exposure to wind at
forest edges may increase rates of tree-mortality, also
affecting C stores. The interaction of light and wind
processes can affect C storage at forest edges in ways
that are not immediately intuitive. For example,
although windthrow typically causes an increase in
the abundance of light-tolerant species �Chen et al.
1992; Lovejoy et al. 1984�, Sinton et al. �2000�
showed that shade-tolerant species were favored after
a windthrow event because the old-growth Douglas-
fir they replaced were particularly sensitive to wind
mortality. Thus, the interaction of ecological pro-
cesses across a forest boundary, in this case light and
wind, may result in complex behaviors that are not
predictable by examining processes independently.

The horizontal interactions can be linear or
non-linear across a forest boundary �edge or gap�. If

the change in a process is linear, the response at the
edge is a result of the degree of mixing of the two
neighboring patches �the “matrix effect” of Lidicker
�1999��. An additive model can handle this linear
change. By contrast, if the change is non-linear �en-
hanced, diminished, or asymptotic�, the response of
the system at the edge cannot be explained com-
pletely by the mixing of the two neighboring patches.
For example, Parsons et al. �1994� observed non-lin-
ear responses of nitrogen cycling in forest gaps, po-
tentially as a result of root intermingling and/or
mycorrhizal linkages. When non-linear responses are
observed across patch boundaries, averaging the
properties of the neighboring patches �a traditional
additive approach� is not sufficient to predict behav-
ior at broad-scales �Lidicker 1999�. Therefore, land-
scape-level estimates of C flux may diverge from
patch-level estimates if these horizontal interactions
are included. This discrepancy between patch-level
and landscape-level results may be considered “error”
at the broader landscape scale. We suggest that the
cause of this perceived error might be due to previ-
ously unrecognized pattern-process interaction, that
causes what we call “emergent behavior”.

We define emergent behavior as behavior that can-
not be predicted solely from the additive properties
of units at a finer scale. The term differs from the
more commonly used “emergent property” �e.g., Salt
1979� in that a property defines the state of the sys-
tem, whereas a behavior defines the actions of the
system. Thus, landscape-level emergent behaviors are
behaviors at the landscape scale that cannot be pre-
dicted solely from the additive properties of the
patches. If emergent behavior is important, landscape
C flux may be dependent on patch topology, as it af-
fects process interactions.

Despite a generally accepted notion that spatial
heterogeneity is important �King et al. 1991; Risser
1999�, it is difficult to determine at what scale, and
under what circumstances, this is so. The goal of this
research is to elucidate the scales over which
assumptions of spatial homogeneity will hold. In this
paper, we use a forest process model �STANDCARB�
to simulate the effects of wind mortality and light
limitations on C storage within different artificial
landscape structures. Our general research question
is: can landscape C storage be predicted using the ad-
ditive approach, whereby the value of the landscape
is equal to the area-weighted sum of the properties of
the patches? Specifically, does the interaction of these
two processes �light and wind� result in non-linear
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interactions among patches that are not predictable
using additive approaches? Finally, if emergent
behaviors �practically defined here for our simulation
experiments as: the differences beyond the expected
variation of an additive model� are present at one
spatial scale, do they cease to be important at broader
scales?

There were two specific objectives with this mod-
eling exercise. The first objective was to analyze the
effect of cell-to-cell interactions at the stand scale.
Here, a cell is approximately 0.03 ha, which repre-
sents the area that would be occupied by a typical
mature tree in the Pacific Northwest �or, if not occu-
pied, a forest gap�. Cell-to-cell interactions are deter-
mined by examining results within a homogenous
landscape, i.e., where there is only one type of patch
and thus no patch-to-patch interactions. The second
objective was to analyze the effects of patch-to-patch
interactions at the landscape scale. A patch represents
a collection of relatively homogenous cells within a
simulated landscape. Patch size ranged from 0.03 ha
to approximately 5 ha, depending on the type of arti-
ficial landscape being simulated. Interactions between
patches are determined by examining results within
heterogeneous landscapes, where there is a mix of old
and young age-classes on the landscape. We also ex-
amined the effect of patch structure in a landscape,
i.e., the arrangement of patches, as it might affect
possible emergent behavior at the landscape scale. By
comparing results at two scales of interaction, our
goal was to determine if C storage was predictable
using an additive approach, or, conversely, whether
emergent behaviors due to the interaction of light and
wind processes were evident.

Methods

Model Description

STANDCARB version 2.0 �Harmon and Domingo
2001; Harmon and Marks 2002� was used in these
simulations. This model simulates the dynamics of
live and dead pools of C in mixed-species, mixed-
age-class, forest stands and is also able to simulate the
effects of harvests or fire on C storage. STANDCARB
is similar to gap models since each stand is simulated
with many replicate cells, which are then averaged to
obtain stand values. In addition, STANDCARB can
be parameterized for specific species based on char-
acteristics defining their growth, mortality, and

decomposition. As a result, the species composition
changes through time during succession in response
to the species’ competitiveness. STANDCARB is also
similar to many ecosystem-process models in that
growth, mortality, decomposition, and other signifi-
cant ecosystem processes are calculated in response
to abiotic factors such as climate and site character-
istics. Temporally, STANDCARB is run on an annual
time step for all live and dead C pools through suc-
cession, although climate variables, affecting tree es-
tablishment, growth, and decomposition are com-
puted monthly.

Within each cell in STANDCARB, there are 4
vegetation layers �upper tree, lower tree, shrub layer,
and herb layer�, each of which has up to 7 live pools,
8 detrital pools, and 3 stable C pools �Figure 1�. For
example, the upper and lower tree layers are
comprised of 7 live pools: foliage, fine-roots,
branches, sapwood, heartwood, coarse-roots, and
heart-rot.

Each tree layer can be a different species, whereas
the shrub and herb layers are each represented by a
single “species.” Live C pools transfer material to
their detrital counterpart to account for the pools
available for decomposition processes. Dead sapwood
and dead heartwood are additionally separated into
snags and logs so that the effects of position on mi-
croclimate can be modeled. All detrital pools in a cell
can potentially add material to the three, relatively
decay-resistant, stable C pools: stable foliage, stable
wood, and stable soil.

Here, we describe a modification to STANDCARB
that allows the model to calculate tree exposure to
wind at each cell and to increase natural tree-mortal-
ity rates in proportion to increased tree exposure.
With this change, cells in STANDCARB can interact
spatially with both light and wind, which affects
growth, decomposition, and mortality processes
within cells.

Modeling Light Processes

Light influences several processes in STANDCARB:
�1� the establishment of tree species based on their
light requirements, �2� growth rates through modifi-
cation of foliage mass, and �3� decomposition,
through influences in detritus moisture contents. To
determine the direct and diffuse light reaching a par-
ticular cell, STANDCARB uses a function called
NeighborLight. NeighborLight calculates the angle to
the tallest tree along each of 8 cardinal transects sur-
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rounding the cell of interest �Figure 2�. By knowing
the angle of the sun from the cell of interest, given
information about the latitude, aspect, and slope of
the site being simulated, it is possible to calculate the
direct and diffuse light reaching the cell. For diffuse
light, the average angle from these 8 transects is used
to calculate incoming radiation. For direct light, a

weighted average of the E, SE, S, SW, and W
transects is used �Harmon and Domingo 2001�. In
addition, cell width �which can be set by the user�
determines the amount of light entering a cell since,
for a given height, wider cells allow more direct and
diffuse light to enter. This is important because the
minimum light requirements are different for differ-

Figure 1. Conceptual structure of carbon pools and vegetation layers for STANDCARB 2.0.
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ent tree species, and the species composition will af-
fect the amount of C that is predicted. We ran a series
of simulations to test the effect of cell width of 15 m,
20 m, and 25 m on C and found a significant response
of cell width on C storage, with larger cells retaining
more C than smaller cells. We chose an intermediate
cell width of 17 m because this width is approxi-
mately equal to the canopy width of old-growth trees
in the Pacific Northwest. STANDCARB does not
model light distribution through the vertical dimen-
sion of each cell; rather, light is portioned to the top
layer and the amount of shading to lower layers is
determined by the amount of foliage mass above the
layer of interest. All simulations that are described in
this paper were run with a 20�20 cell matrix, for a
total of 400 cells, representing an area of 115,600 m2

�or 11.56 ha�.

Modeling Wind Mortality

We recognize that wind is an especially complex pro-
cess in forest ecosystems and we do not attempt to
mimic its behavior exactly. Rather, we estimated its
effect by making the assumption that tree mortality is
augmented by increased exposure to wind. We refer
to “wind mortality” for simplification, although we
imply that there is, more explicitly, an elevated tree-
mortality rate where cells are more-exposed, as at
patch edges. We modeled exposure as a function of
slope, aspect, and tree heights, which are important
factors resulting in higher mortality rates at forest
edges after catastrophic wind events �Lovejoy et al.

1984; Foster 1988; Foster and Boose 1992; Chen et
al. 1992�.

In previous versions of STANDCARB, tree mortal-
ity is initially high due to tree competition and then
decreases to a density-independent value that is a
function of the maximum age of the tree species,
which sets the probability that the tree will die in any
given year. Here, we assumed that mortality in a cell
would increase due to wind turbulence in cells that
were more exposed relative to those that were more
sheltered. We took advantage of the existing model
structure in NeighborLight to calculate a new func-
tion, called NeighborWind, to calculate the relative
exposure of trees in a cell. NeighborWind determines
exposure to wind by calculating the angle from the
tree height in the cell of interest to the average tree
height along each of the 8 surrounding transects �Fig-
ure 2�. The length of the transect �the number of cells
from which average transect height is calculated� is
set by the user. In these simulations, we used a
transect length of 10 cells �170 m for a cell width of
17 m�. NeighborWind then takes the average angle
for the 8 transects. The angle is normalized so that
negative numbers indicate increased exposure �the
tree in the cell of interest is taller than neighboring
cells, meaning it has a higher mortality rate�. The
transects can also be weighted by aspect so that if
there is a directionality to the wind-induced mortal-
ity, it can be specified by the user. However, in this
paper, all the transects received equal weighting. We
then defined a new parameter, k, to equal the ratio of
the maximum mortality rate at a completely exposed
cell to the base mortality rate �Figure 3�. We used k
values equal to 2, 3, 5, or 8 times the baseline mor-
tality rate, which are derived from estimates of
increased wind mortality at edges in the literature
�Laurance et al. 1998; Ferreira and Laurance 1997;
Chen et al. 1992�. The highest levels of increased tree
mortality have been described for tropical forests,
while there are fewer studies in temperate forests.
Therefore, we consider the higher k-values to an up-
per limit of mortality values for temperate systems.
Both NeighborLight and NeighborWind can be set by
the user as either on or off, which allows the user to
manipulate the interactions of light and wind during
the simulations.

Model Parameterization and Calibration

To calibrate the model, we used data from old-growth
stands in the H.J. Andrews LTER permanent plot net-

Figure 2. Arrangement of cells in STANDCARB, representing the
spatial structure used to calculated light limitations and wind mor-
tality. A boundary zone surrounds the simulation cells, represent-
ing vegetation outside of the simulation area. The arrows indicate
the directions of transects used to determine shading effects and
exposure to wind.
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work �Acker et al. 1998� reported in Smithwick et al.
�2002�. The goal of this calibration was to fit the
relative proportion of pools in the old-growth forest
data �presumed to be at steady-state by Smithwick et
al. �2002�� to the steady-state model results �average
of years 500 to 1000�. Then, we adjusted the model
parameters in the mortality, growth, site, and decom-
position driver files in STANDCARB to match the
relative proportion of pools in the old-growth field
data. For simplicity, we presumed an equal ratio of
Douglas-fir and western hemlock tree seedlings to
initiate the simulations. Some parameters that affected
growth, mortality, pruning, turnover, and decomposi-
tion varied between species, affecting the differential
capacity of Douglas-fir and western hemlock to store
C �Table 1�.

The establishment and persistence of a species in
the stand is a function of the available light and mor-

tality rates and therefore, we expected, would be de-
termined by the particular light and wind processes
included in the simulation. In particular, the species
composition of a simulation would be determined by
whether or not light and wind processes were allowed
to interact between cells in a homogenous stand.

Model Simulation Experiments

We used STANDCARB in 1000-year simulation ex-
periments of artificial landscapes with varying age-
class structures, representing a range of possible
management regimes: Landscape Y �100% Young�,
Landscape OG �100% Old-Growth�, Landscape AIC
�50% young and 50% old, Aggregated Interior Cut�,
Landscape AIF �50% young and 50% old, Aggregated
Interior Forest�, Landscape CH �50% young and 50%
old, Checkerboard cut�, and Landscape AD �50%
young and 50% old, Aggregated Directional cut,
where the upper half is cut and the lower half remains
uncut� �Figure 4�. For landscapes with a simulated
harvest regime �all except Landscape OG�, STAND-
CARB was run 2 times, one with a harvest regime of
50 years and one with a harvest regime of 100 years.
All harvests occurred after year 500, once the species
composition had stabilized. For example, the 100-
year harvest patterns were prescribed at years 500,
600, 700, 800, 900, and 1000. Only years 500 to 1000
were used to calculate results. For brevity, only the
100-year simulations will be described here because
results for both regimes were similar.

Figure 3. Graphical representation of elevated mortality rates across an edge. In Standcarb, k is equal to the wind mortality rate divided by
the baseline �“gap-phase”� mortality rate

Table 1. Parameter values used in STANDCARB simulations that
varied by species

Parameter Douglas-
fir

Western
hemlock

Mortality �yr–1� 0.009 0.011
Maximum age �yr� 1200 800
Maximum branch extension �yr� 120 100
Foliage turnover �yr–1� 0.20 0.25
Light establishment requirement �%� 10 5
Heartwood allocation �yr–1� 0.059 0.022
Coarse root to bole ratio 0.62 0.52
Branch to bole ratio 0.11 0.34
Heartwood decay �yr–1� 0.02 0.07
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Simulations were run with one of four interactions
of light limitations and wind mortality: �1� light limi-
tations OFF and wind mortality OFF, which served as
a control, �2� light limitations ON, wind mortality
OFF, �3� light limitations OFF and wind mortality
ON, and, finally, �4� light limitations ON and wind
mortality ON, which simulated the interaction be-
tween the processes. For all simulations in which

wind mortality was included, simulations were run at
k set to 2, 3, 5, or 8.

We tested for statistical significance of emergent
behaviors by first identifying the control �or additive�
calculation for each case �detailed below and in Table
2�. We then compared the control to the appropriate
simulation results, in which the interactions of inter-
est were present. We tested for statistical significance

Figure 4. Artificial landscape cutting patterns used to drive the model �0�uncut, 1�cut�. Each cutting pattern was used for simulations of
100-year and 50-year harvesting regimes. Each pattern describes a landscape with either a homogenous �Y, OG� or heterogeneous �AIC, AIF,
CH, AD� patch structure.
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by first calculating the standard deviation from the
mean of the five replicate runs of the model for the
simulation of interest. It is necessary to account for
this expected variability in model results since
STANDCARB has stochastic elements. We then
compared the mean of the control to that of the simu-
lation. If that difference was greater than two standard
deviations, then we considered it to be significant.
This is a conservative test since it implies that 95%
of the observations do not overlap the mean. If, after
accounting for the variability in the model, the mean
of the simulation was significantly different from the
control, then we considered emergent behaviors to be
present.

Stand Scale
To observe the effects of light and wind processes on
C stores at the stand scale, we were interested in the
cell-to-cell interactions within a patch and not the
spatial variability between patches. Thus, these com-
parisons were made independently in Landscape OG
and Landscape Y, which are homogeneous patch-
types.

We examined emergent behaviors among 3 types
of cell-to-cell interactions at the stand scale: �1� cell-
to-cell, �2� cell-to-cell * process, and �3� cell-to-cell

* age �Table 2�. The first interaction �cell-to-cell� re-
flected the interaction between cells with regard to a
certain process, i.e., light or wind. The goal was to
determine the relative effect of light or wind on C
stores, relative to when neither is included.

The second interaction �cell-to-cell * process� re-
flected the interactions of light and wind processes
acting together and not their individual effects. Our
assumption was that an additive combination of the
effects of light limitations on C stores, simulated in-
dependently �CL�, and the effects of wind mortality
on C stores, simulated independently �CW�, should
equal the C stores when both light and wind processes
were included together in the same simulation �CLW�.
It follows that any difference in C stores would be due
to an emergent behavior, that is, behavior not predict-
able by a combination of the processes simulated in-
dependently.

The third type of interaction �cell-to-cell * age� de-
termines whether cell-to-cell interactions are different
between Landscape OG and Landscape Y. Our hypo-
thesis was that older landscapes, which exhibit more
tree height variability, might have in larger emergent
behaviors than young landscapes, which have a more
uniform canopy height distribution. Emergent behav-

Table 2. Description of methodology used to test for emergent behaviors at various levels of spatial interaction. CL� carbon �C� stores for
simulation with only light limitations included, CW � carbon stores for simulation with only wind mortality included, CLW � carbon stores
when both were included, and CØ � carbon stores when neither process was included in the simulation experiments. OG is the old-growth
age-class structure; Y is the young age-class structure; OG*Y is any heterogeneous age-class structure, representing AIC, AIF, CH, and AD
�Figure 4�.

Level of Interaction Control Treatment Emergent Behaviors Ques-
tion

Cell-to-cell CØ-OG �or CØ-Y� CW-OG �or CW-Y� Do cells interact within
homogenous landscapes?CØ-OG �or CØ-Y� CL-OG �or CL-Y�

Cell-to-cell * process �CW-OG / CØ-OG� * �CL-OG / CØ-OG� CLW-OG / CØ-OG Do the processes interact
within homogenous land-
scapes?

�CW-Y / CØ-Y� * �CL-Y / CØ-Y� CLW-Y / CØ-Y

Cell-to-cell * age CW-OG �or CW-Y� CW-Y �or CW-OG� Do the process effects vary
with landscape age?CL-OG �or CL-Y� CL-Y �or CL-OG�

CLW-OG �or CLW-Y� CLW-Y �or CLW-OG�

Patch-to-patch �CW-OG � CW-Y�/2 CW-OG*Y Do patches interact within
heterogeneous landscapes?�CL-OG � CL-Y�/2 CL-OG*Y

�CLW-OG � CLW-Y�/2 CLW-OG*Y

Patch-to-patch * process �CL-OG*Y/ CØ-OG*Y� * �CW-OG*Y/ CØ-OG*Y� CLW/ CØ-OG*Y Do the processes interact
within heterogeneous land-
scapes?

Patch-to-patch * structure average �CW-OG*Y� CW-OG*Y Do the process effects vary
with patch age structure?average �CL-OG*Y� CL-OG*Y

average �CLW-OG*Y� CLW-OG*Y
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iors are indicated as significant differences between
results of Landscape OG and those of Landscape Y.

Landscape Scale
To determine whether patch-to-patch interactions
caused emergent behavior at the landscape scale, we
used artificial landscapes with a heterogeneous patch
structure. A patch ranged in size from just one cell
�0.03 ha� for Landscape CH to 50% of the cells in
the landscape, or approximately 5 ha for Landscapes
AD, AIC, AIF. We examined 3 types of patch-to-patch
interactions: �1� patch-to-patch, �2� patch-to-patch *
process, and �3� patch-to-patch * structure �Table 2�.
The first interaction �patch-to-patch� reflects the
interaction of patches within heterogeneous land-
scapes with regard to a certain process. Our goal was
to determine whether C storage in heterogeneous
landscapes is equal to the average of independent
simulations of Landscape OG and Landscape Y, since
heterogeneous landscapes are simply an equal mix-
ture of old and young age-classes.

The second type of interaction �patch-to-patch *
process� reflects the interaction of processes in het-
erogeneous landscapes. This type of interaction is
similar to the cell-to-cell * process interaction, except

that we are now concerned with heterogeneous rather
than homogenous landscapes.

The third type of interaction �patch-to-patch *
structure� reflects possible emergent behaviors due to
the arrangement of patches on the landscape. To test
for emergent behaviors, we compare each heteroge-
neous landscape to the mean of all the heterogeneous
landscapes. If there are no emergent behaviors, each
landscape should be approximately equal to the mean.
Differences from the mean, therefore, reflect emer-
gent behaviors caused by the spatial arrangement of
the patches on the landscape.

To further explore patch-to-patch interactions, we
modified STANDCARB to predict average C across
“zones” of the simulated stand. The user can desig-
nate a cell or group of cells as a unique zone. Carbon
stores in each zone are then the average of the C
stores from each cell in that zone. Here we present
results from Landscape AD, in which a zone repre-
sents one row of cells �Figure 5�. In this way, average
C stores could be output horizontally across the land-
scape, allowing modeled responses to be evaluated
spatially between patches, i.e., from a cut region to
an uncut region �across an “edge”�. To determine
whether C was changed at the edge, we calculated the
average live and dead C for years 500 to 1000 �in fo-

Figure 5. Example of the zones used to calculate carbon stores within Landscape AD.
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liage, fine-roots, branches, sapwood, heartwood,
coarse-roots, and heart-rot pools�, as well as their to-
tals in each of the 20 zones. In Landscape AD, half
the stand was cut every 100 years and half remained
uncut. Therefore, 10 zones represented re-growing
vegetation from the disturbance event �zones C0
through C9�, while 10 zones represented old-growth
forest �zones U0 through U9�. The border of the
patches was thus between zone C0 and zone U0, al-
though the effect to which the C stores were affected
by the processes was examined in zones “deeper”
within each patch type.

Results

Cell-to-Cell

Within homogenous patches, light and wind pro-
cesses affected total forest C stores differently �Table
3�. Specifically, light limitations reduced C more than
wind mortality, unless wind mortality was set very
high �k�8�. In the old-growth landscape �Landscape
OG�, light limitations caused a reduction of total C of
369 Mg C ha–1 from the control �1204 Mg C ha–1

minus 835 Mg C ha–1�; when wind mortality was in-
cluded, total C was reduced by 114 Mg C ha–1 �k�2�,
213 Mg C ha–1 �k�3�, 332 Mg C ha–1 �k�5�, and
434 Mg C ha–1 �k�8�.

Wind mortality caused an increase in dead C stores
relative to the control, while live C stores were
reduced when either light limitations or wind mortal-
ity was included in the simulation. As a result, the net
change in total C stores was less when wind mortal-
ity was included than when it was not due the com-
pensatory dynamics of live and dead pools. For
instance, in Landscape OG, when only wind mortal-
ity was included, live C decreased 552 Mg C ha–1

�825 Mg C ha–1 for the control to 273 Mg C ha–1

when k was set to 8� �Table 3� and dead C increased
100 Mg C ha–1 �288 Mg C ha–1 to 388 Mg C ha–1�,
so the change in total carbon stores was 433 Mg C
ha–1�after accounting for the small change in stable
pools�. For brevity, only tests for total C will be pre-
sented in the results, although it should be recognized
that these integrate the offsetting patterns in live,
dead, and stable stores.

Emergent behaviors at the cell-to-cell level were
evidenced by significant differences from the control
for all simulations in Landscape OG �e.g., after ac-
counting for 95% of the model variation� �Figure 6�.

When only light limitations were included, total C
stores were reduced 30.3% �standard deviation �SD�
� 1.3%� from the control. When only wind mortality
was included �at k set to 8�, C stores were reduced by
36.0% �SD � 0.8%�. When both light limitations and
wind mortality were included, C stores were reduced
by approximately 49.3% �SD � 1.3%� �k � 8�.

In contrast, emergent behaviors in Landscape Y
were not consistently observed �Figure 6�. For
example, when only light limitations were included,
emergent behaviors were not significant. When wind
mortality was included, results were significant only
when k was set to 5 or greater. The largest reduction
�approximately 16.6% � 0.5%� was when light and
wind were both included and k was set to 5.

Cell-to-Cell * Process

The interaction of light and wind processes at the
cell-to-cell level caused changes in species composi-
tion and therefore C stores. When wind mortality was
modeled in the absence of light limitations, there was
an oscillating pattern through time in species domi-
nance between Douglas-fir and western hemlock in
the upper canopy, the amplitude of which increased
as the k value increased �Figure 7a�. Western hemlock
first appeared in the canopy after canopy closure, due
to gap formation of the Douglas-fir. Typically, Dou-
glas-fir requires higher light conditions for establish-
ment. Thus, when light limitations were included
�Figure 7b�, Douglas-fir never received enough light
to re-enter the upper canopy after the initial canopy
closure and the canopy continued to be dominated by
western hemlock. The timing of the initial transition
from Douglas-fir to western hemlock was also deter-
mined by which processes were allowed to interact.
When k was increased from 3 to 8 the transition to
western hemlock from Douglas-fir was about 50 years
earlier, indicating that western hemlock was able to
dominate earlier by replacing Douglas-fir more
quickly, essentially hastening the succession process.

Emergent behaviors due to the interactions of light
and wind processes at the cell-to-cell level were sig-
nificant when k was set to 5 or 8 but were not signif-
icant at lower levels of wind mortality �Figure 8�. The
direction of these differences �less than or greater than
the control� differed between the old and young land-
scapes. In the old-growth landscape, C stores were
5.8% � � 3.1%� greater when the processes interacted
when k was set to 5, and 13.7% � � 1.3%� greater
when k was set to 8, compared to that calculated us-
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ing the additive approach. In contrast, in the young
landscape, C stores were 5.2% � � 0.5%� and 4.3%
� � 0.7%� lower when k was set to 5 and 8, respec-
tively.

Cell-to-Cell * Age

When there was a regular harvest event across the
stand �Landscape Y�, the effect of light limitation and
wind mortality processes was reduced compared to

Table 3. The effect of Neighbor functions �wind and/or light� on average carbon stores �calculated for years 500 through 1000� for different
landscape cutting patterns �OG � old-growth, Y � young, AIC � aggregated interior cut, AIF � aggregated interior forest, CH �checker-
board, AD�aggregated directional; Figure 4�. Standard deviations are in parentheses, rounded to nearest tenth. Only results from the 100-
year cutting patterns are shown.

Landscape

Neighbor k value OG Y AIC AIF CH AD

LIVE
None na 825�12.5� 248�1.1� 540�4.7� 542�9.4� 541�14.7� 541�3.6�
Light na 572�2.4� 245�0.4� 409�6.0� 395�6.2� 415�9.9� 402�10.9�
Wind 2 655�3.2� 231�0.4� 433�5.2� 439�2.7� 419�7.9� 426�6.3�
Wind 3 526�8.9� 216�0.6� 361�6.2� 366�7.2� 347�3.6� 361�4.7�
Wind 5 382�3.8� 171�0.3� 253�3.4� 260�3.2� 238�2.4� 281�2.7�
Wind 8 273�2.1� 148�0.1� 191�2.8� 195�1.7� 182�2.1� 216�1.2�
Light�Wind 2 475�6.5� 239�0.5� 354�4.6� 341�5.7� 350�3.9� 350�3.3�
Light�Wind 3 409�6.1� 233�0.5� 317�4.5� 310�5.0� 314�5.5� 312�3.6�
Light�Wind 5 341�5.9� 196�0.4� 212�1.6� 211�2.7� 208�1.8� 273�4.4�
Light�Wind 8 283�2.3� 184�12� 183�1.0� 183�1.6� 179�0.9� 237�2.0�

DEAD
None na 288�3.6� 164�0.6� 226�1.6� 226�4.3� 225�4.9� 223�3.2�
Light na 186�2.8� 158�1.3� 161�1.1� 154�1.3� 158�3.2� 162�2.7�
Wind 2 336�1.8� 182�0.2� 261�2.8� 257�2.1� 265�1.5� 262�2.4�
Wind 3 363�3.7� 198�1.1� 281�1.6� 278�3.1� 284�3.4� 281�1.8�
Wind 5 384�1.1� 205�0.6� 298�2.2� 296�1.9� 301�0.9� 303�2.4�
Wind 8 388�1.0� 223�0.2� 307�1.0� 306�1.1� 307�0.2� 316�1.4�
Light�Wind 2 194�5.1� 163�1.4� 173�1.5� 166�3.9� 172�2.4� 170�3.2�
Light�Wind 3 199�5.3� 168�1.2� 180�1.2� 173�2.5� 180�1.6� 179�2.3�
Light�Wind 5 211�2.9� 156�0.5� 159�1.1� 153�1.6� 159�1.2� 189�2.8�
Light�Wind 8 232�1.2� 167�0.8� 175�0.8� 169�1.0� 173�0.9� 205�1.2�
STABLE
None na 90�0.3� 72�0.4� 81�0.3� 81�0.5� 81�0.5� 81�0.3�
Light na 81�0.4� 70�0.1� 72�0.3� 71�0.4� 72�0.5� 73�0.6�
Wind 2 97�0.5� 73�0.2� 85�0.6� 85�0.4� 86�0.2� 85�0.3�
Wind 3 101�0.5� 74�0.2� 88�0.2� 88�0.3� 89�0.2� 88�0.4�
Wind 5 106�0.2� 59�0.1� 70�0.4� 70�0.3� 71�0.2� 91�0.2�
Wind 8 109�0.1� 61�0.1� 72�0.2� 72�0.1� 72�0.1� 94�0.3�
Light�Wind 2 84�0.7� 70�0.2� 76�0.1� 75�0.8� 76�0.4� 76�0.5�
Light�Wind 3 86�1.4� 71�0.3� 79�0.5� 76�0.8� 79�0.1� 78�0.5�
Light�Wind 5 91�1.2� 52�0.1� 50�0.3� 49�0.2� 49�0.3� 81�0.8�
Light�Wind 8 96�0.5� 53�1.0� 52�0.3� 51�0.1� 51�0.2� 84�0.4�

TOTAL
None na 1203�16.5� 484�2.2� 847�6.6� 848�14.1� 847�20.1� 845�7.1�
Light na 839�5.5� 473�1.9� 643�7.4� 620�7.9� 646�13.5� 636�14.2�
Wind 2 1089�5.4� 487�0.8� 780�8.6� 781�5.2� 770�9.5� 773�8.9�
Wind 3 991�13.1� 488�1.9� 730�8.0� 734�6.5� 720�7.3� 730�6.9�
Wind 5 871�5.1� 435�1.0� 621�6.0� 626�5.4� 610�3.5� 675�5.3�
Wind 8 770�3.2� 432�0.5� 571�4.1� 573�2.9� 562�2.4� 626�2.9�
Light�Wind 2 753�12.3� 473�2.1� 602�6.2� 582�10.4� 598�6.6� 595�7.0�
Light�Wind 3 695�12.8� 471�2.0� 576�6.2� 560�8.2� 572�7.1� 569�6.5�
Light�Wind 5 643�10.0� 403�1.0� 421�3.0� 414�4.5� 415�3.3� 544�8.0�
Light�Wind 8 610�3.9� 404�1.4� 410�2.0� 403�2.7� 403�1.9� 527�3.6�
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the older landscape �Landscape OG�. For example, in
Landscape OG �Figure 9a�, both light limitations and
wind mortality reduced C stores from the control
�when neither was included�, but in Landscape Y
�Figure 9b�, the simulations that included light limi-
tations are indistinguishable after year 500 from the
control. This indicates that light interactions were less
pronounced in the younger landscape than the older
landscape.

Emergent behaviors resulting from cell-to-cell in-
teractions in Landscape OG were higher than those
in Landscape Y for all simulations �Figure 10�.
Emergent behaviors were 28.7% � � 0.2%� higher in
Landscape OG than Landscape Y when only light was
included and between 30.0% � � 0.02%� and 40.0%
� � 0.2%� higher when both light and wind processes
interacted.

Patch-to-Patch

Results across edge zones in Landscape AD showed
that C stores were affected both by light limitations
and wind mortality, indicating that patch-to-patch in-
teractions were important. The relative effect of these
processes at the edge was different depending on the
type of interaction included and the pools considered
�Figure 11�. Total live C stores �the sum of all the live
pools� in the cut patch averaged 200 � 62.7 Mg C
ha–1 across all zones when only light limitations were

included �Figure 11a�. However, near the edge of the
cut patch �zone C0�, the total live C store was 47 Mg
C ha–1, a decrease of 154 Mg C ha–1. The difference
was negligible �1 Mg C ha–1� for zones C3 to C9, in-
dicating that most of the reduction in C stores due to
light limitations was at the edge of the cut patch.
When only wind mortality was included, the reduc-
tions in total live biomass at the edge compared to the
average of all zones in the cut patch ranged from 2
Mg C ha–1 �when k was set to 2� to 78 Mg C ha–1

�when k was set to 8�. When both light limitations and
wind mortality were included, total live stores
decreased at the edge of the cut patch �up to 137 Mg
C ha–1 �k�2�, similar to the simulations with only
light included. In the uncut patch, for all simulations,
total live C stores did not appear to change signifi-
cantly across the zones. Total dead C stores �Figure
11b� showed no change across all zones in the cut
patch. In the uncut patch, total dead pools were in-
creased near the edge, from 3 Mg C ha–1 �with light
limitations� to 19 Mg C ha–1 �with light limitations
and wind mortality, k�2�. Total C pools �total live �
total dead � total stable, data not shown� showed no
significant trend near the edge in the uncut patch. In
the cut patch, there was a decrease in C stores near
the edge, ranging from large differences such as 254
Mg C ha–1 when only light limitations were included
and 230 Mg C ha–1 when both light limitations and
wind mortality were included �k�5� to smaller dif-

Figure 6. Emergent behaviors due �a� cell-to-cell interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treatments from the control.
The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two standard deviations from the
mean of five repetitions for each simulation.
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ferences such as 1 or 2 Mg C ha–1 when only wind
mortality was included �k�2, 3, and 8�.

Emergent behaviors due to patch-to-patch interac-
tions were evidenced by differences between the C
stores in heterogeneous landscapes and the C stores
of independent simulations of old growth and young
landscapes that were additively combined �Figure
12�. However, emergent behaviors were not signifi-
cant until the k value was set to 5 or 8. At these high
k values, landscapes AIC, AIF, and CH had 21 or 22%
� � 2.0%� less C in the heterogeneous landscapes
than would be predicted from an additive approach.

In contrast, landscape AD had between 4.0% � �

2.0%� and 1.0% � � 3.0%� greater total C stores.

Patch-to-Patch * Process

Emergent behaviors due to patch-to-patch * process
interactions were significant when k was set to 3, 5,
or 8 for all heterogeneous landscapes �Figure 13�.
Differences from the control were small when k was
set to 3 �4.0% SD � 2%�. When k was set to 5, land-
scape AIC, AIF, and CH were approximately 11.0%
�SD � 2.0%� lower and landscape AD is 7.0% �SD
� 3.0%� higher than the control. When k was set to

Figure 7. Effect of increasing k values on the number of upper trees for PSME �Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii� and TSHE �western
hemlock, Tsuga heterophylla� for simulations with �a� only wind mortality included and �b� both light limitations and wind mortality included
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8, landscapes AIC, AIF, and CH were about 5.0% �SD
� 1.0%� lower than the control, although landscape
AD was 12.0% �SD � 1.0%� higher.

Patch-to-Patch * Structure

The arrangement of patches in heterogeneous land-
scapes resulted in emergent behaviors when k was set
to 5 or 8 �Figure 14�. The magnitude of the emergent
behaviors was dissimilar among different heteroge-
neous landscapes; the largest differences were found
when light and wind interacted. When k was set to 5
or 8, landscapes AIC, AIF, and CH had between 6.0%
and 8.0% �SD � 1.7 to 3.6%� lower biomass than the
average C store of the simulated landscapes. Land-
scape AD showed an opposite trend, being 21.0% �SD
� 1.7 to 3.6%� higher than the control.

Discussion

Our modeling exercises were based on a simple
analysis of only two processes, light limitations and
wind mortality, which are affected by the spatial het-
erogeneity of tree heights of only two species, Dou-
glas-fir and western hemlock. Simulations were also
performed over artificial landscapes for simplicity
and do not capture the natural complexity of real
landscapes. Nevertheless, results suggest that, in

some instances, interactions of these processes may
lead to emergent behaviors that influence C storage
at the stand-scale �based on interactions of processes
among cells� and the landscape-scale �based on inter-
actions of processes between patches�.

At the stand scale, process interactions affect C
storage in multiple ways. In our simulations, the vari-
ation in tree heights among cells caused limitations
in regeneration and exposed some trees to more wind
damage. This effect was highest for older stands be-
cause the variation in tree heights was greater than in
younger stands. Most ecophysiological models only
consider vertical C fluxes �such as respiration and
photosynthesis� at this scale and ignore horizontal
processes across cell boundaries �such as light and
wind transfer�. These interactions of light and wind
processes among cells can lead to a change in species
composition that may modify C storage depending on
the differences in growth, mortality, and decomposi-
tion characteristics of the species. Thus, ignoring the
effects of horizontal processes between cells on C
storage could result in error in stand-scale estimates.
Predicting the effects of these interactions on total C
stores at the stand scale is complicated given that live,
dead, and stable pools respond differently to changed
wind and light conditions.

We did not include many other processes known to
be potentially important across cell boundaries and
which may influence C stores at the stand scale. For

Figure 8. Emergent behaviors due �a� cell-to-cell * process interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treatments from
the control. The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two standard deviations
from the mean of five repetitions for each simulation.
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example, we did not include the transfer of material
between neighboring cells, e.g., the exchange of
fallen wood, or the competition of roots below-
ground, due to the complex nature of these interac-
tions. Belowground biogeochemical cycling in
STANDCARB is simplistic and nitrogen cycling in-
teractions at the edge are ignored, both of which may
contribute to greater soil changes at the edge than we
observed �T. Redding, T. Hayes, personal communi-
cation�. In addition, wind-mortality events may be
stochastic, e.g., in the form of a blowdown, whereas
our modeled increases in mortality were constant
through time.

At the landscape scale, our results indicate that
emergent behaviors due to process interactions across
patches are important, even though most current C
models do not include these effects. Our results indi-
cate that interactions of processes across patches are
not predictable using an additive model when the
wind mortality is set to the highest levels reported in
the literature. Further, our results indicate that artifi-
cial landscapes with different spatial structures
resulted in different magnitudes of emergent behav-
iors. These emergent behaviors ranged from � 21%
to � 22%, depending on the type of interaction, the

Figure 9. The trend in total carbon in �a� Landscape OG �old-growth� and �b� Landscape Y �young� through time. �Symbols: triangle � wind
mortality included �k set to 8�, diamond� wind mortality �k set to 3�, cross � light included, asterisk � neither included�.
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landscape structure, the type of processes considered,
and the magnitude of the processes.

By simulating a zone structure within our simu-
lated landscapes, we were able to examine the loca-
tion of “edge effects” between patches due to wind
and/or light. Our results indicated that the effects of
light limitations were primarily located at the edge
since C stores were reduced in the cut patch for at
least 50 m, presumably due to shading by the uncut
patch. However, we did not detect the effects of wind
mortality in cut patches beyond 17 m. There may be
several reasons for this. First, given the relatively
coarse resolution of the cells, we may have missed
finer-scale dynamics. Second, and probably more im-
portantly, a limitation of STANDCARB is that each
cell can only be affected by wind mortality once per
year. Thus, there is a time step limit on wind propa-
gation through a stand and continuous effects of wind
mortality within a year cannot be simulated. In future
modeling of edge effects it would be helpful to con-
sider shorter time-steps for wind disturbances within
a year.

Most models do not include spatial interactions
across patches in a landscape for several reasons.
First, the effect of forest edges may be minimal rela-
tive to the broad scale patterns that are of interest, in
which case emergent behaviors resulting from these
interactions are inconsequential. This was the case for
all simulated landscapes other than Landscape AD.

Second, if processes are linear across edges, edge
effects will be minimal at broad scales as edge effects
are averaged out across patches. If processes are as-
ymptotic or non-linear across edges, however, edge
effects will exhibit emergent behaviors that are not
predictable by the properties of the neighboring
patches. We found that emergent behaviors across
edges are significant at high k values �i.e., � 5 times
the baseline mortality rate�, ranging from �12% to
� 11%, but are not significant at lower k values.

Third, if edge effects occur at broad scales, it may
be possible to use the edge zone as another “patch”in
a fragmented landscape to account for the area
affected by edges. Yet, the latter solution to edges in
fragmented landscapes may not be appropriate if the
topological arrangement of patches on the landscape
is also important. We found that, when the wind mor-
tality was set very high �8 times the base mortality
rate� the level of emergent behavior of the aggregated
directional landscape �Landscape AD�, was signifi-
cantly different than that found in the other land-
scapes, by almost 28%. The different response of
Landscape AD from the other landscapes may be be-
cause Landscape AD has more interior cells �unaf-
fected by an edge� than the other landscapes. With
more interior cells, both dead and live biomass
increase and the relative effects of light limitations
and wind mortality are reduced. Regardless of the

Figure 10. Emergent behaviors due �a� cell-to-cell * age interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treatments from the
control. The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two standard deviations
from the mean of five repetitions for each simulation.
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cause, in this landscape, an additive correction for
edge area would result in error.

Given that our tests for emergent behaviors at the
landscape scale largely examined one patch size, it

would be helpful if there were a simple way to esti-
mate the magnitude of this effect for a range of patch
sizes. Assuming the relative effects of emergent be-
haviors are a function of the relative width of edge

Figure 11. Effect of light limitations and wind mortality on: �a� total live and �b� total dead carbon, by zone, in Landscape AD. Zones C0
through C9 are cut every 100 years after year 500, while zones U0 through U9 remain uncut. Results are the average for years 500 to 1000
for each zone.
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effects relative to patch width, we can extrapolate the
effects for other square-shaped patches, assuming a
constant edge width. In our simulations, the maxi-
mum edge width was approximately 51 m �3 cells
into a patch 10 cells wide, where each cell is 17 m�.
Since the simulated patches were 170 m wide, the
edge-affected area represents approximately 30% of

the patch and this resulted in potential errors of �

20% based on the emergent behaviors we observed.
Typical harvest cuts may be between 20 and 40 ha,
much larger than the patches simulated here, with less
edge-affected area. The potential for errors is thus be-
tween 5% and 7% �Figure 15�. Similarly, around
larger patches, such as from natural fires, the poten-

Figure 12. Emergent behaviors due to �a� patch-to-patch interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treatments from the
control. The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two standard deviations
from the mean of five repetitions for each simulation. Landscape names described in text.

Figure 13. Emergent behaviors due to �a� patch-to-patch * process interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treatments
from the control. The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two standard
deviations from the mean of five repetitions for each simulation. Landscape names described in text.
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tial for error would be from less than 1% to 4%. It
should be noted, however, that the trend in forest
management is to reduce the size of clear-cut patches.
As the average cut size for harvests is reduced, the
relative amount of edge-affected area would increase

suggesting errors due to emergent behaviors might be
larger than we observed.

Conclusions

Despite the increasing evidence over the short and
long term that horizontal processes are important, and
despite the generally recognized notion that assump-
tions of scale limit prediction, there have been few
studies to systematically test the effect of complex,
nonlinear processes at multiple scales. Here, we pre-
sented a novel, modeling analysis to assess the im-
portance of emergent behaviors on C storage. By
using artificial landscapes, and coupling them to an
ecosystem process model, we provided various null
models for generating predictions about C storage in
fragmented landscapes �With 1997�. Although the ar-
tificial landscapes used here are relatively simple,
they are useful in defining situations when spatial
heterogeneity may be important. Particularly, the goal
of this work is to alert modelers to assumptions of
spatial homogeneity, which may or may not hold

Figure 14. Emergent behaviors due to �a� patch-to-patch * structure interactions. Values represent the proportional difference of the treat-
ments from the control. The control is defined in Table 2. Values different from 0 reflect emergent behaviors. Error bars represent two stan-
dard deviations from the mean of five repetitions for each simulation. Comparisons between bars reflect differences between landscapes, due
to the different age structures. Landscape names described in text.

Figure 15. Results of a simple mixing model showing the potential
errors caused by edge-induced, emergent behaviors for increasing
patch widths. The maximum, simulated effect observed here is �

20% at a patch width of 170 m. Calculations assume a constant
edge width of 51 m.
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when complex, nonlinear dynamics are applied in
heterogeneous landscapes.

We found that spatial interactions at all levels were
potentially significant and resulted in emergent
behaviors in both homogenous and heterogeneous
landscapes. Cell-to-cell interactions are part of many
�non-point� model structures and thus these spatial
interactions are straightforward to include; were this
the only type of spatial interaction then additive scal-
ing to broader scales would be possible. Similarly, if
patch-to-patch interactions were the only type of in-
teraction then we might be able to suggest a simple
correction for edge zones. However, the fact that we
detected emergent behaviors among landscapes with
different spatial structures in one instance indicates
that the spatial arrangement of patches on the land-
scape may be important when scaling information to
broader scales. An additive correction for edge zones,
therefore, may not capture the variability in patch-to-
patch interactions in all cases. The potential error of
not accounting for these emergent behaviors depends
on the relative area of the edge relative to patch size
and the magnitude of the emergent behaviors.

More understanding of how processes interact spa-
tially at the local level may be necessary before pre-
dictions of C dynamics can be made accurately at
broad scales. With this goal in mind, futher elucida-
tion of the role of spatial pattern in influencing emer-
gent behaviors is needed. A more precise study of
landscape pattern indices �Krummel et al. 1987; Li
2000� may be useful in this effort to identify
landscapes with differing potential to exhibit emer-
gent behaviors. In addition, to predict accurately
emergent behaviors in spatially heterogeneous envi-
ronments, more research is needed on the processes
themselves, for example to determine the effect of
wind mortality at forest edges across a broader range
of conditions and environments than those simulated
here. This research has significant implications for C
cycle modeling since C models that operate at broad
scales make assumptions of spatial homogeneity, al-
though the implications may extend to other ecologi-
cal fields in which spatial scale is important.
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